
Experts in perimeter protection

One concept, infinite possibilities.

Tangorail 
Railings
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Tangorail is a unique self‐adjusting railing system which provides optimum  
protection for a variety of applications, including: schools and playgrounds,  
commercial and industrial sites, and logistic centres. Tangorail railings offer  
a perimeter protection solution in a wide range of design options.

Self-adjusting mechanism

Tangorail offers a unique self-adjusting mechanism - the panels follow the contours of the ground giving complete security. 
The self-adjusting rails showcase the attractive flowing line design, and the non-welded system provides flexibility and reduces 
installation and manufacturing time. The simple yet effective design also features an anti-corrosion coating which increases the 
life span and reduces maintenance. 

Environmentally friendly 
The self-adjusting mechanism removes the need for stepped 
panels and extra posts. This reduces the impact on the 
environment, and gives a more open and transparent view.
Tangorail is specially designed to reduce its carbon footprint. 
Because the system is pre-galvanised and non-welded,  

it contains less environmentally harmful materials like zinc,  
and the manufacturing process also requires less energy.  
The modular components are made using light-weight hollow 
bars, reducing material content and minimising transport costs 
and CO2 emissions. 
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Safety & security 
The total Tangorail range ensures safety and security for all its users. Each line of products has been accredited by Secured  
by Design (SBD). For schools and playgrounds Heras specially designed the Tangorail TR800 Play. The TR800 play is made from 
vertical tubular bars with horizontal rails, and meets the expectations of the Royal Society of Preventing Accidents (RoSPA) as the 
ideal fence for playgrounds and schools because there is no hazard of trapping head, neck or fingers.
 

Tangorail TR700
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This versatile bar fence design is ideal for typical boundary demarcation. Available 
with panel heights up to 2.4m, the TR100 features capped heads on each bar to 
provide security, style and safety in equal measure.

Tangorail TR100

An attractive alternative to standard vertical bar railings because of unique option  
of the Finial Top. Available with panel heights ranging from 1.0m up to 2.4m,  
the versatile TR300 system features the option of ball, point and fullered heads  
topping each bar to provide a visually elegant yet physically secure solution for  
your site. The ball topping is for heights up to 1.5m and the point and fullered  
designs are for heights of 1.8m and above.

This robust bar fence design is ideal for a more secure boundary demarcation.  
Available with panel heights up to 2.4m, the TR200 features mitred heads on  
each bar for an imposing visual deterrence as well as practical physical security. 

Tangorail TR200

Tangorail TR300 

Tangorail TR800

Design options
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The TR500 is a smooth top railing system. The flat upper horizontal bars cover the
tops of the vertical tubular bars to provide a complete finish to the panel. Available
in four heights and a variety of colours to suit any site. Adjustable to sloping ground,
eliminating the need for extra panels and posts necessary with a stepped panel
system. An ideal solution for those who prefer the aesthetics of flowing line designs.

Tangorail TR500

Secure, vertical tubular bar, horizontal rail and round post system, manufactured to
meet RoSPA expectations ensuring there are no head, neck or finger traps. The self-
raking system ensures maximum perimeter safety with no opportunity for children to 
slip through or under gaps. The system can be customised with a range of colour
combinations to brighten any perimeter.

A versatile, decorative yet secure bow top railing system. Providing an attractive, 
safe and low cost fencing solution to many commercial sites. The TR700 bow top is 
built from vertical tubular bars protruding through two horizontal rails. The vertical 
bars are bowed above the top rail. Each panel component can be supplied in various 
colour combinations to brighten and suit all perimeters. TR700 fences are suitable for 
residential and commercial locations. 

Tangorail TR700  

Tangorail TR800 

Tangorail TR200
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Technical data

Dimensions (mm) TR100/200 standard TR300 TR500 flat top TR700 bow top TR800 play

Panel height 1000 - 2400 1000 - 2400 1000-1800 900 - 2000 900 - 1800

Panel centre to centre width 2890 2890 2805 2890 2565

Vertical bar diameter 26 ø 26 ø 26 ø 26 ø 26 ø

Vertical bar centre to centre 125 125 103 125 110

Beam 55 x 52 55 x 52 55 x 52 55 x 52 55 x 52

Application TR100/200 standard TR300 TR500 flat top TR700 bow top TR800 play

Application Industrial, Low/medium 
value warehousing

Industrial, medium 
value, residential

schools and  
playgrounds

Residential, schools 
and playgrounds

Schools and  
playgrounds

Tangorail TR800

Finish TR100/200 standard TR300 TR500 flat top TR700 bow top TR800 play

Pre-galvanised

Coated

RAL colours (standard) 6005 / 9005 6005 / 9005 6005 / 9005 6005 / 9005 6005 / 9005

General configuration TR100/200 standard TR300 TR500 flat top TR700 bow top TR800 play

Vertical bar Round Round Round Round Round

Square flat top

Top straight vertical bar 1000-1500  -  -  -  -

Top mitred vertical bar 1800-2400  -  -  -  -

Top rounded vertical bar  -  -  -   

Top flat beam  -  -  -  -

Fixation vertical bars in 
beam with spring loaded pin

Self-raking

Matching gate
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More information about Tangorail: www.heras.co.uk/tangorail

Gates
A matching gate can be provided for any model in the  
Tangorail system.  Both single and double gates can be  
supplied to match in both height and style. This can be in  
the form of a pedestrian gate or a vehicle access gate. 

For use on all ‘Parks and Play’ applications we recommend  
our soft close quantum ‘Playsafe’‘ gate to match the TR800 
Play system. The gate is compliant with BS EN 1176 for  
playground equipment. The hydraulic self-closing mechanism 
with variable closing speed meets the expectations of RoSPA 
and the gate can be applied to all models in the Tangorail 
range. 

Choose your  
premium service
To ensure safe and reliable use of the Tangorail, Heras offers 
solutions for service and maintenance. With service from 
Heras you choose business continuity. Heras has designed 
the following service solutions in order to provide you with 
optimum protection: Essential, Premium and Premium VIP.  
For more information: heras.co.uk/service. 

Quantum gate
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Herons Way  |  Carr Hill  |  Doncaster  |  South Yorkshire  |  England  |  DN4 8WA
+44 808 164 2250  |  info@heras.co.uk |  heras.co.uk


